
Our growing company is hiring for an associate controller. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for associate controller

Analyze business lines by accounts, segments, perform trend analysis, identify
and correct mapping errors and address root cause issues
Deliver the financial results, analysis and commentary to the US Energy
management team in support of operating cadence (weekly, monthly,
quarterly as required)
Coordinate with Global Supply Chain to understand profitability levers
related to productivity, inflation and mix
Work with finance peers in a strong team atmosphere, collaborating,
influencing and improving items outside of hierarchical ownership
Lead and develop the finance team of four
Direct the monthly closing and variance analysis of the monthly financial
results
Provide monthly summary of results to the local operations team and to the
Aftermarket Operations FP&A team
Coordinate the monthly forecasting and annual OMM processes for the
income statement, balance sheet, shop cost per hour, shop workload, and
manpower planning
Proactively develop risks and opportunities with the site’s operations
leadership, and ensure timely communication to the Aftermarket Operations
finance team
Lead all Sarbanes-Oxley and internal control activities
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Ability to interpret and integrate complex financial data to formulate
appropriate controls and courses of action
Strong academic record with Master’s degree or equivalent in Accounting,
Finance, Economics or a related discipline required
Must have a qualification as a Chartered Accountant or other relevant
professional financial qualification
Knowledge of UK GAAP and IFRS required
Must have had full life cycle project management experience with a special
focus on Controls implementation assignments
Commercial focus and a desire to learn more about Finance/Financial
products required


